MINING HARD HAT
COMPATIBLE WITH 99% OF THE WORLD’S MINING LAMPS

- Bracket made from non-corrosive material
- Includes cable loop on back
- Available in Cap and Full Brim hard hat styles
- Optional CR2 Reflective Decals
Based on our popular JSP® Evolution® 6100 Hard Hat, the perfect blend of comfort and strength, we now offer a range of Miners Hard Hats that meet the requirements of ANSI Z89.1 and the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). These include the newest steel mining bracket and cable loop on the market today.

**EVOLUTION® 6100 Mining Hard Hat by JSP®**

**BASIC FEATURES**
- HDPE shell designed with five raised channels running across the top for strength, and an extended back area for extra protection.
- Other features include:
  - 6-Point Suspension System
  - Unique “3D” Adjustment
  - Wheel Ratchet Adjustment
  - Chamlon™ Sweatband
  - Cable Loop On Back
  - Non-Corrosive Bracket
- Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type I, Class C Requirements

**REVOLUTION™ WHEEL RATCHET**
New, easy to use wheel ratchet adjustment system creates a firm comfortable fit with added security.

**CR2 REFLECTIVE**
A Class R2 high intensity reflective material, offering significantly more reflectivity than standard reflective clothing material.

**EVOSPEC® SAFETY EYEWEAR**
Retracts into helmet shell when not in use. Easy assembly into any Evolution® Deluxe 6100 Hard Hat. Available in clear or smoke.

*ALL STYLES COMPATIBLE WITH EVOSPEC® SAFETY EYEWEAR*